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There are two questions asked here. One concerns the utility acceptance of nuclear power
and the other, the public acceptance of nuclear power. I think they both go together. The
utilities require an objective view of the economics and capabilities of nuclear plants, but they
also need public acceptance, since the utilities are publicly supported organizations.

So let me look at the public acceptance of nuclear power. To that, let me go back in
history a little and remind you that peaceful nuclear power started in this country with
President Eisenhower's Atoms For Peace speech in 1953 followed with the Atomic Energy Act of
1954, after which a large number of corporations went into the nuclear power business, expecting
this to be a roaring success. Most of them got out during the 1950s as they discovered it was a
hard business to be in. The nuclear power industry struggled until the 1960s when the
environmental movement came along and became very critical of fossil fuel power plants. In
fact the president of Florida Power and Light in the early 1960s, in response to tremendous
negative public reaction to the building of two coal plants, got up and gave a speech in which
he Tomised to build only nuclear plants, resulting in the Turkey Point nuclear power plants.
Because of the concern with fossil fuels, and the added cost of fossil fuel plants as a result of the
pollution cleanups required, nuclear power became competitive in the 1960s, and in the late
1960s became dominant in the United States. In 1972 and 1973, the industry sold something like
thirty-five or forty plants a year, and some of you may recall the projection that there would be
a thousand nuclear plants by the end of the century.

Then came the Arab oil boycott in 1973. Unfortunately, nuclear power did not come quite
soon enough, because what happened was, when the oil boycott came, most of our electricity
was generated by fossil fuels, the costs went way up, and the demand went way down. So the
growth of electricity in this country went from a doubling of demand every ten years to a
doubling every thirty years. The result was a surplus of capacity which had been ordered. So
during the 1970s and early 1980s, there were some seventy coal-fired plants cancelled that were
on order, as well as some hundred nuclear plants. And we still had a surplus of capacity, up
until about a year ago. So you could be against coal plants or nuclear plants or gas pipelines or
new dams, you could be against picking up wood in the forest, you could be against everything
and it did not matter.

Now we are entering a new era where we are beginning in some places to run out of
capacity. In particular the East Coast has had brownouts, Florida has had brownouts. So we
are coming to a point where one has to decide if he wants to keep the lights burning, and if he
does, what method will be acceptable for providing the increased capacity needed. You cannot
be against everything, you will have to be for something. We are going to need new plants, and
there is no question there will be problems in siting them. In the United States it is difficult to
find a site and secure permits for anything: prisons, playgrounds, hospitals, roads, oil
refineries, shopping centers, low-income housing, off-shore drilling, electric transmission lines,
and a long list of other things. We have a society that makes it very difficult to do anything.
And we have friends continuing to remind people of dramatic effects like Three Mile Island and
Chernobyl, and arguing that this is the reason for sagging support for new nuclear plants, but, as
I have tried to indicate, what I think they have ignored is that in the past all the impetus
went out of major energy development programs because there was no need for them.
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And at the time that the energy crisis went into remission the economy was pulling out of a
period of stagnation, and energy supplies were plentiful. As I mentioned, we cancelled a number
of plants and still had a glut of capacity. With oil prices plun-aneting and with this glut of
generating capacity, one could hardly expect public enthusiasm for energy development of any
type. For example, the number of Americans who thought we needed to begin building new
nuclear plants dropped 18 points between July 1980 and July 1982, from 49% to 31%, and another
7 points by July of 1989. But that is only part of the story. From January 1982 to January 1989,
support for increasing use of coal fell 41%, from 77% to 36%. From October 1980 to October 1989,
support for expanding oil drilling slipped 33 points from 79% to 46%. And by the end of 1989,
only 24% thought that the electricity capacity in their area would not be sufficient for the next
ten years.

However, as I have tried to indicate, what was happening during this period, was that,
despite the fact that we had a surplus of capacity, electrical energy consumption was increas-
ing, and doing so in parallel with the gross national product. During the period from 1973 to
1989, while non-electrical use declined by 5%, electrical use grew by 53%. The electric surplus
of the 1970s and 1980s is coming to an end; overall, in a large number of areas of the country, the
capacity margins were at or below about the 17% generally considered the minimum for reliable
service.

I might note that, by more than 2 to 1 Americans prefer using nuclear energy over imported
oil, and in fact Americans prefer self-reliance, using our own energy sources and nuclear in
particular over foreign sources of oil. What I am saying is that we are reaching a point now
where we are going to have to make some decisions, and we are going to have to decide as a
nation between new nuclear plants, new gas pipelines, new coal plants, and so on. This will be a
much different choice than we have had in the past, when one could say, do not like any of
them," and it did not matter. My opinion is that, as the energy situation becomes clearer to the
American public, the first thing that I might say as we run out of capacity, is that my friends in
General Electric's gas turbine department are in heaven, selling gas turbines rapidly to meet the
short term electrical demand growth.

According to studies by the Department of Energy, toward the latter part of this decade,
we will have to add five or six baseload plants, and in the period from 2000 to 205, we are
going to need some sixty additional baseload plants. So in the next fifteen years we will need
some sixty-five or seventy baseload plants. One can argue over the accuracy of those numbers,
but tens of new baseload plants are going to be needed, and that means we are going to have to
start the design of these plants in the next few years to get them online by the end of the
century. I think there is going to be a change in attitude towards new plants. My view is that
when the American public is faced with the decision of what kind of new energy source they
need versus "do I let the lights dim?", that nuclear power will be one of their choices. We will
see as a result the revival of nuclear power - the water reactors in the near term, and I will
leave for later discussion the question of whether we will use breeders and gas-cooled reactors
for the longer term.
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